A mixed 72/74. control problem for discrete-time systems is considered for both state-feedback and outputfeedback cases. It is shown that these problems can be effectively solved by reducing them to convex programming problems. In the state-feedback case, nearly optimal controllers can be chosen to be static gains, while in the output-feedback case the controller dimension does not exceed the plant dimension. 1 
also obtained results on a mixed n2/nw state estimation problem. It seems that at this time no solution to the mixed X2/nw. problem is available in the general dynamic output feedback case.
The approach taken here is along the recent paper by Khargonekar and Rotea [12] who have developed a convex optimization approach to the mixed na2/nw. problem in the continuous-time case. A similar approach has been applied earlier by Bernussou et al. [3] to a quadratic stability problem.
The main results of this paper are contained in Sections 4 and 5. The full-information/state-feedback case is considered in Section 4, while the output-feedback case is considered in Section S. It is shown that if the plant state is available for feedback, one can come arbitrarily close to the optimal mixed nH2/n performance measure ' using constant gain (i.e. nondynamic) state-feedback controlers. In other words, in the state-feedback cas, static gain controllers offer the best possible performance.
In the full-information (i.e. both exogenous iput and state are available) feedback case, there is a ificant difference from the continuous-time case. It turns out that for discrete-time problems, one can not come arbitrarily close to the infimum by taling static state-feedback controllers. The best that one can do is to use statc fullinformation controllrs. As a consequence, this result is of little practical interest except that it is critically useful in dealing with the output feedback case. This situation is similar to that in the single objective standard 7t4 control problem for discrete time systems [2, 10, 13, 14, 20] .
In The performance measure defined in (4) [9] .
It is easily seen that J(T..) is only a function of the transfer matrix T.,, and does not depend on the choice of realization, as long as such a realization is internally stable. This justifies our notation. Alws IITZOW12 S \/Rti, and lim /JT) = IITvo,,112 The mixed 7f2/74,, performance measure J(T,s) is also a function of the parameter . In the sequel 7 will remain fixed. Without loss of generality, we set yV = 1. Any other constraint level can be accomodated by a simple scaling. 3 The Mixed 7b2/7ioControl Problem In this section, we formulate the controller synthesis problem. Consider the finite-dimensional lnear timeinvariant discrete-time feedback system depicted in the figure below, where 9 is the generalized plant, induding weighting fanctions, and C is the controller to be designed. The signal w denotes an exogenous input, while zo and zx Let 0; and C be given by some state-space models. The controller C is called admissible (for the plant 0) if C Mitemally stabilzes the plant 9. The set of all admissible controllers for the plant 9 is denoted by A(g). Define (5)
In the above notation, 'A' stands for "admisible'. As is wel known, 4(5) ?6 t if and only if 6 is stabilizabk from u and detectable from y. Also, the subscript cco' in (5) stands for the infinity norm constraint on Txlw.
Consider the feedback system shown in above. Next, following [12] , the sub-optimal mixed 72,74o.
controller synthesis problem considered here is defined.
The mixed 762/74, control problem: "Calculate the optimal mixed 72/74. performance measure v(Q) := inf{J(G, C): C E A4(4)), (6) and, given any a > v(9), find a controller C E A.44) such that J(G, C) < a.'
The mixed 72/74. synthesis problem is can be motivated as a problem of (LQG) disturbance attenuation, as measured byAhe mixed 72/74, performance measure, subject to a robust stability constraint. See [12] for details. Also, Zhou et al. [22] have given a "signal interpretation' of a continuous-time mixed 712/N cost similar to the one used here.
In some cases involving state-feedback, it is natural to also consider memoryless, i.e. static controlers. In this case, the set of static admissible controllers satisfying the fl,. constraint is denoted by Aoo, (9) := {C E A4o4(0): C is a static gain ). In (7) With reference to the full-information plant defined in (10) , let n = dim(z),q = dim(u),p = dim(w). Let Given any (W, Y, K2) E Rqx" x Ox 1xP, define In the sequel, let G.f and GfO denote the transfer matrices of (9) and (10), respectively. The subscripts "sfr and "fi" denote "state-feedback" and "ful information" structure, respectively. The only difference between the state-feedback and full-information plants is in the measurement equation. Note also that no assumptions on problem data, i.e. the matrices introduced in (9-10), are imposed. 4 .1 Reduction to Memoryless Feedback (5) and (7), respectively. In this case,
where (4f0,) and vnm(f j) denote the mixed%f2/tlt optimal costs in (6) and (8), respectively. Furthermore, given any a > v(gfC), there exists a static full-information controller KC A Aoo,m(gf ) such that J(Gfp, K) < ax. (15) Note that b(Cf ) . 0 since f > 0 on , as can be seen from (12) . We now state the main result of this subsection. Theorem 4.3 Consider the system g;fi defined in (10) with transfer matrix Gf i. Let Ac.,nm(gf i) be the set of static controllers defined in (7). Then, Ac,m(Of) # 0 X* $(C)°0, where $(gfj) is given by (14) . In this case
where vn(Q,) and t(9,.) are as in (8) and (15) (12) is a red-analytic convexfunction on n.
Lemma 4.5 Let L : R9xo x n x -.xP S denote the matrix-valued mapping defined in (13) . Then, L is a convex mapping. Consequently, the constraint set defined in (14) is convex.
Lema 4.6 Consider set I defined in (14) . Assume that D12 has full column rank. Suppose that for all z inside the open unit disc, the system matrix zl -A B2 [-Al D12> has full column rank. Then, the sets is bounded.
Output Feedback
In this section the synth problem defined in Section 3 is solved for the output feedback cae. It is shown that the problem can be reduced to solving one algebraic Riccati equation, and a convex optimization problem similar to the one in Section 4.
Suppose the plant 5 is given by the state-space model:
: { given below may be combined with those in [20] to obtain formulae for the general cas.
Suppose there exists an admissible controller C such that the closed loop system is internaUly stable and flTZ,WIk, < 1, i.e. C 6 Ao(). Then, it follows from (20] that there exists a (unique) real symmetric matrix Q > 0 such that V :=GC9QG+D2D2 >0 , (17) R:= I-CIQCI + CQC4V-1C2QCI >O, (18) and Q satisfies the following discrete algebraic Riccati (20) is asymptotically stable. (0) is not empty, let Q denote the unique solution to (17) (18) (19) (20) .
ii) Construct the auiliary full information plant gf,(Q) defined in (21) . Let e > 0 be given. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered a (nb-optimal) mixed Us/flm control problem for discrete-time systems. It represents a problem of (LQG) disturbance attenuation, as memured by the MiXed f2/W4, performance measure, subject to a robust stability costraint.
We have shown that when the state of the plant, or the state and the exogenous input, is available for feedback, memoryless feedback gains offer the best possible performance. The optimal mixed 72/Wa. performance, with state or full information feedback, was shown to be given by the value of a finite dimnensional convex program.
This means that there are efficient numerical methods to compute the optimal performance, and a nearly optimal feedback gain. The reader may find an excellent description of some of these algorithms in [5] , and an ellipsoid algorithm has been developed in [17] for a problem similar to the one considered in this paper. In the case of output feedback, it is shown that MiXed f2/7to controllers can be chosen to be a combination of an fl. filter, and a full information gain for the mixed 72/71. synthesis problem of a suitably constructed auxiliary plant. Finally, it is worth noting that the results in this paper may be combined with those of [18] to solve mixed f2/fl, problems that involve time domain 4,constraints. 
